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JAKOB PHILIPP HACKERT 

1737 Prenzlau - San Piero di Careggio 1807 
 
Study of Boulders with Mediterranean Vegetation, near Vietri 
 
Brush with sepia over black chalk on laid paper; on the artist’s mount. 
Inscribed and dated at the upper left: a Vietri 1777; inscribed and numbered on the mount by another 
hand: Ph. Hackert fecit à Vietri 1777 / 3147 b / f 2.12. 
340 x 455 mm 
 
PROVENANCE: Fritz Gauermann, Vienna (Lugt 1003) – Johann Nepomuk Seiler, Munich, bearing the 
collector’s mark on the verso (not in Lugt) – Private Collection, Hamburg 

 
Best known for his highly realistic depictions of the Italian landscape, Hackert found his motifs on 
malerische Wanderungen – extended tours of the Italian countryside on foot. Many of the drawings he was 
to produce on these tours were sold as independent works of art in their own right, while others 
would later be used as preparatory studies for paintings.  
 
Elements such as trees, rivers and different types of rock and vegetation figure prominently in 
Hackert’s drawings. They served as individual components of the segment of landscape that was to 
be represented and the portrayal of their distinctive features called for great exactitude. Hackert’s 
paintings were clearly not designed to convey a generalised impression of the landscape, but are 
composed of an abundance of closely observed details to which the viewer’s eye is gradually drawn, 
like a series of miniatures populating a broad canvas. Hackert’s paintings and drawings constantly 
make use of what might be called the ‘building blocks of nature’. Accordingly, he would often 
document small sections of the wayside, a path bordered by a tree, rocks and vegetation that had 
caught his eye – meticulously recording these solitary pictorial motifs in his drawings. Although 
isolated from their context these motifs were almost always accompanied by topographical 
annotations which nevertheless anchored the chosen segment of landscape within a wider 
topographical context and also made it possible to identify the different stages of a tour.  
 
The present drawing depicts boulders in full sunlight, overgrown with broad-leaved acanthus and 
other types of plant. The sheet bears the topographical inscription Vietri and is dated 1777. The small 
coastal town of Vietri sul Mare lies south of Naples on the Gulf of Salerno and is not far from Amalfi. 
Hackert first visited Vietri in 1770, producing a large number of drawings on this visit.  
 
It is not improbable that Hackert used drawings made sur le motif, such as this sheet, as models for the 
foreground detail of landscape paintings worked up in his studio. A painting titled Landscape with the 
Santuario di Loreto, near Ancona, dated 1776, displays an accurate and highly detailed arrangement of 
vegetation in the foreground. The filigree form of a leafless branch depicted at the lower left of the 
painting closely recalls the dry branch with its delicate network of twigs depicted at the right of the 
present drawing1 [fig. 1]. Hackert almost certainly also used his plant studies as models for foreground 
detail in his etchings. The title sheet to the suite of etchings titled Views of Sicily, which draws on 

                                                             
1 Claudia Nordhoff and Hans Reimer, Jakob Philipp Hackert 1737-1807 Verzeichnis seiner Werke, Berlin 1994, II, no. 99, repr. in 
colour, no. 13 – Jakob Philipp Hackert, Europas Landschaftsmaler der Goethezeit, exhib. cat., Klassik Stiftung Weimar and Hamburger 
Kunsthalle, Ostfildern 2008, no. 140. 
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drawings and gouaches made by Hackert in 1777, displays a similar combination of rock and 
vegetation, albeit with the addition of architectural fragments2 [fig. 2]. A slightly smaller drawing, 
now in a private collection, also depicts antique remains amidst vegetation3 [fig. 3]. It is not 
unthinkable that this smaller sheet was executed as an alternative design for the title sheet to the set 
of Sicilian etchings, as Claudia Nordhoff has suggested. Precisely rendered vegetation also appears in 
the foreground of a number of larger-format drawings, such as the View of the Waterfall near Isola di Sora,4 
dated 1793 [fig. 4]. Much of the foreground detail closely resembles the vegetation depicted in the 
present, earlier drawing, although in the 1793 drawing the segment of landscape is more expansive. 
 
There is no doubt that this study of Mediterranean vegetation can be firmly situated within Hackert’s 
oeuvre. In addition, the sheet is a virtuoso example of his skill as a draughtsman. Although the palette is 
limited to shades of sepia, the sheer intensity of the Mediterranean sunlight as it illuminates the 
broad, finely veined acanthus leaves is palpable. The stone, part-covered by vegetation, also seems to 
radiate the burning heat of the south. Its flat, hard surface contrasts with the softness of the grassy 
foreground which is picked out with delicate, rapidly abbreviated strokes of the brush. This, in turn, 
is set in stark contrast to the vibrant clarity of the sky.  
 
This description is based on an expert report by Dr. Claudia Nordhoff dated 12 February 2009, which 
we are happy to make available on request. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Landscape with the Santuario di Loreto, near Ancona, 1776. 
Oil on canvas, 124 x 169 cm. Private collection. 
 

                                                             
2 Exhib. cat., Weimar and Hamburg 2008, op. cit., no. 51/1. 
3 Nordhoff and Reimer 1994, op. cit. II, no. 1252. 
4 Nordhoff and Reimer 1994, op. cit., II, no. 864. 
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Fig. 2: Bathasar Anton Dunker after J. Ph. Hackert,  
Antique Architectural Fragments, from Views of Sicily, c.1782. 
Etching, 157 x 205 mm (plate). 
Klassik Stiftung Weimar, Graphische Sammlungen. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Waterfall near Isola di Sora, 1793. 
Pen and brush in sepia over pencil, 472 x 598 mm. 
Private collection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Capriccio with Antique Remains. 
Pen and brush in sepia, 230 x 370 mm. 
Private collection. 
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